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ISMM Level 4 Award in Analysing The Marketing Environment 
 

Overview 

Understanding your potential and existing customers in an intimate way is critical for your success as 
a Sales Leader. 

You need to fully understand your marketplace and the environmental forces at play so you can align 
how you sell to the way that they buy and the impacts that external and internal forces may have on 
the decisions they make. 

This unit will help you to analyse your market environment so you’ve got up to date intelligence on 
your prospects and clients so you can sell to them more effectively. 

Module 1: Be able to conduct an audit of an organisation’s internal, micro and macro environment 

 Conduct an audit of the internal environment using an analysis tool 
 Conduct an audit of the micro environment using an analysis tool 
 Conduct an audit of the macro environment using an analysis tool 
 
Module 2: Understand the impact of internal, micro and macro factors on own and customer’s 
organisation 

 Explain the impact of internal capabilities on own organisation’s positioning in the market 
 Explain the impact of industry dynamics on own and customer’s organisation 
 Explain the impact of macro factors on own and customer’s organisation 
 
Module 3: Be able to recommend actions for the sales function by conducting a SWOT analysis on 
own organisation’s marketing environment 

 Derive information and intelligence by conducting a relative SWOT analysis on own organisation’s 
marketing environment using findings from the audits 

 Analyse the impact of own organisation’s SWOT on the sales function 
 Recommend actions to address the impact of own organisation’s SWOT on the sales function 
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How is this course delivered? 

This course is delivered online. You will need an internet connection to access the material and you 
can work through the material when and where you like. 

How will I be assessed? 

If you are currently in a sales position then you will be required to provide work based evidence to 
demonstrate your understanding. If you are not currently in a sales role, you will be required to 
complete a case study assignment. 

How long will I have to complete the course? 

Upon receiving access to the materials and your login to complete the course you will have up to 12 
months to complete the course. 

How long is the course? 

The course will take you approximately 4-6 hours to complete to include the online learning sessions, 
exercises and work based evidence/assignment. 

 

How much will it cost? 

£195 + vat 
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What qualification will I receive? 

Upon successfully passing the qualification you will receive: 

 

Next steps: 

If you have got any questions please: 

Call:     0800 849 6732 
Email:  enquiries@mtdsalestraining.com  
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